TCS Reverse Logistics Solution
Manufacturing

Gaining real-time visibility across the manufacturing value chain and tracing the product returns and activities
associated with it are critical for enterprises. It throws light on many facets and helps understand customer
experience, recapture value, and ensure proper disposal.
An integrated solution with an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) backbone and standardized processes could help
in addressing pain areas such as low accuracy in forecasting, high operating costs, poor traceability, slow turnaround
time, and customer dissatisfaction. It could also help manage environmental regulations regarding recycling and
product disposition.
To further enhance the process efficiency of this function, we bring you an integrated reverse logistics solution
developed on Oracle economy products. We help you streamline your reverse logistics processes and integrate your
systems to improve your customer’s experience and profitability.

Overview
In today’s business scenario, reverse logistics management directly
influences business profitability. Thus, companies expect the system
to enhance collaboration between business functions by being
seamlessly integrated. This provides the visibility needed to manage
product returns more efficiently. This, in turn, reduces costs and
improves compliance with regulatory requirements.
Understanding these expectations, we bring you a reverse logistics
solution on a pre-configured Oracle platform. Our solution provides
complete visibility into the product across the supply chain, enabling
you to effectively meet customer demands, contractual obligations,
and compliance regulations. This overall visibility also allows your
reverse logistics function to view and access relevant data and
facilitate more accurate predictions, resulting in higher efficiencies.
This solution automates the entire reverse logistics process – from
managing customer interaction to executing return policies and
determining applicable warranty policies. It also eliminates errors,
enhances traceability, and brings down costs. The real-time visibility
provided by the system enables faster decision making, and helps
identify ways to increase customer satisfaction levels. The solution
also provides industry standard KPIs with drill down capability
for root cause analysis.

This solution covers scenarios such as repair, remanufacturing, recall,
refurbishing, and recycling. It has been developed using standard
industry processes and solution accelerators deployed on best of
breed Oracle ERP products. The offering is supported by our deep
domain and technical expertise.

Benefits
The key benefits of our solution are:
n
Enhanced end-to-end supply chain visibility through our highly

integrated system
n
Reduced operating costs through integrated and standardized

processes
n
Higher traceability and customer satisfaction through real-time

visibility
n
Predictable forecasting and planning, which reduces production

risks from unexpected returns
n
Better management of recycling through compliance with

environmental regulations
Greater ability to measure and improve performance using
n
the relevant, real-time KPIs driving the solution
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An overview of our offering

The TCS Advantge
We offer global consulting expertise and thought leadership in
business and cutting edge technologies. Our strengths include:
n
A unique shop floor to boardroom approach for developing

manufacturing solutions
n
Domain knowledge across the entire manufacturing value chain –

from product development, to manufacturing, and after sales
service
n
Technology expertise to streamline, automate and deploy efficient

systems to manage the manufacturing value chain
n
The ability to manage large Oracle ERP-based business

transformation initiatives for global manufacturing organizations
involving several business functions across the globe
n
A long-standing partnership with Oracle, a Diamond Partner status,

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure,
engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique
Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of
excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group, India’s
largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed
on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

Contact
To know more about TCS Reverse Logistics, contact
manufacturing.solutions@tcs.com
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and significant expertise across Oracle technologies

